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Species

Safety & Comfort

Microchips

Dogs

For the safety of your pet, yourself and our

Your pet needs to be microchipped before or at the same
time as their rabies vaccine.

Cats

flight crew, we are permitted to carry animals

Certificates
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Pet passports
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Requires either a pet passport,
Animal Health Cert (AHC) or a
Great Britain Pet Health Cert.

in certain ways.

Ferrets
Birds (must be caged)

Depending on the size and weight of the

Others by consideration

animal, they may be able to be restrained to a

UK Pet-ports

Limitations & Considerations Taken:

seat in the cabin or put in a purpose built cage.

- Weight of the animal

Rabies vaccination
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Your pet will have to be at
least
12
weeks
old
&
vaccinated against rabies.

Domestic flights within the UK:

- Behavior before & during flight

Any airport by prior arrangement.
Departures from the UK to abroad:

- Handlers may be required to fit a muzzle

Any airport by prior arrangement.
Arrivals to the UK from abroad:
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Tapeworm treatment
Dogs will require tapeworm
treatment between 24-120 hrs
before arrival into the UK.

Only pre-approved pet-ports to be used.

- Animals remain restrained throughout flight

Flying Abroad

Questions?

Since the UK has left the EU there have been a

Grab your dog
n' bone

number of changes to the Pet Travel Scheme.

Are

Make sure
you're flying
with a pet
approved
carrier

Most countries require pets to be processed
through

a

designated

arrival

airport.

It's

important to check with our Client Services
Team when requesting a flight to check any
requirements.

Email: Clientservices@altoaero.com
Tel: +44 (0) 1202 570 087
All of
our basic-level features for
Web:
altoaero.com

up to three fur babies

